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Abstract
A summary of the status of diode research at the UK Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE) is presented. AWE has a requirement to develop intense (1000R at 1m), fast duration (50ns) Bremsstrahlung x-ray sources from small areas (<2mm diameter uniformly filled disc equivalent) at high peak energies (>10MeV). These sources are required to provide high quality transmission radiographic images through thick (hundreds of grams/cm² of lead equivalent density x thickness), high atomic number, explosively driven metal systems in a proposed new hydrodynamics research facility. In order to deliver such sources in a cost-effective manner an extensive research programme is being conducted at AWE to increase the current density at which high-energy electron beams can be focussed in electron beam diodes in such flash radiographic sources.

The work on improvements to pulsed power facilities and diagnostics at AWE is described in terms of the development of high quality research facilities for high and low impedance diode development. In addition, an overview of the status and direction of research programmes at AWE to look at four diode technologies is presented. Those diode technologies are immersed Bz diode development, paraxial diode development and both self-magnetic and rod-pinch diode development.

I. INTRODUCTION TO HYDRODYNAMIC EXPERIMENTATION

In the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty era above ground experimentation (AGEX) represents the main method by which the UK nuclear deterrent is underwritten. A critical part of the operation of a nuclear warhead is the assembly of a subcritical shell of fissile material into a critical assembly by the use of high explosives. One of the most important types of AGEX experiment is a core punch (CP) experiment. The CP experiment is a method used to investigate this explosively driven hydrodynamic phase of the warhead operation.

In a CP experiment a mock up of the warhead is manufactured with fissile material replaced by an inert simulant. This device is then detonated under remote control within specially designed explosive containment buildings called firing chambers. During the experiment a very brief, intense, collimated flash of high energy x-rays are used to take a snapshot of the implosion (see Fig. 1). From the resulting image, measurements of the dynamic configuration and density distribution of the components in the device are inferred. These are then compared with calculations of the hydrodynamic operation of the weapon as part of the science based stockpile stewardship programme at AWE.

The CP experiment poses several unique challenges to radiography. The object under investigation is extremely opaque to x-rays. It is both dense and of high atomic number and therefore is equivalent to many tens of cm of lead in terms of transmission to 3-5MeV photons. The object density distribution is also rapidly moving (~several kms⁻¹) and therefore a 50ns flash of x-rays is typically used. Finally, the experiment is an explosive experiment; therefore the x-ray source, detectors and facilities must be protected against explosive blast and fragmentation attack.

Figure 1. Schematic plan of a twin axis core punch experiment

AWE currently uses Moguls D and E as twin flash radiographic sources for such experiments as shown in Fig. 2 [1]. These machines operate at 7MV and 8MV peak energy Bremsstrahlung (PEB) respectively delivering doses of 150R (D) and 400R (E) at 1m in 50ns from 5mm uniformly filled disk equivalent source sizes.

In addition to the CP experiment a diverse variety of ‘thin’ object radiography is performed in which a few microns to a few mm thickness of explosively driven lead equivalent material is interrogated. In such experiments Bremsstrahlung sources with peak energies of 1-6MeV are typically used, depending on the experimental objectives. Lower energies are used than in CP experiments in order to achieve high contrast for small areal mass differences in the object of interest and in
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order to minimise blurring in detector systems. Importantly, such ‘moderate energy sources’ are also used because a small source size is required to maximise image resolution. The diode technology used to convert the electron beam to photons can reliably produce small (~1mm uniformly filled disk equivalent) sources from few MV electron beams with tens to hundreds of kA currents, but at higher voltages and similar currents source sizes are typically significantly larger.

In order to deliver the required improvements in interface location and density measurement in the HRF improvement throughout the radiographic chain is required. Consideration must be given to the source, doses and spot sizes, the protection systems and the detector used in the core punch experiment.

Simple partial differential analysis techniques have been used to estimate uncertainties in the required measurements due to radiographic parameters of the system such as the dose of the radiographic sources used, the system resolution, the scattered x-ray flux contaminating the images and the three dimensionality of the object. This technique has identified a plausible progressive route to meeting the design community requirements, which involves delivering a short term and long term specification for the HRF CP facility.

Table 4 shows these specifications which include a three axis, 600R, 5mm source capability in the short term (2008/9) being upgraded to a long-term capability of five 1000R, 2mm sources by 2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present (AWE)</th>
<th>Short term (AWE)</th>
<th>Long term (AWE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of views</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose (R @ m)</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot size (mm)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of scatter measurements</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector (f, GE)</td>
<td>Film (0.4, 0.1)</td>
<td>Film (0.4, 0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source to object (cm)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object to detector (cm)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A number of research programmes are in place to examine some of the assumptions behind the progressive CP improvement strategy suggested by the simple uncertainty estimation techniques. These include: a detailed investigation of how three dimensional reconstruction accuracies improve with number and orientation of radiographic views; a study of how scatter sources increase with multiple views and how well Monte Carlo techniques can be used to characterise these scatter sources for removal in the core punch analysis process; and development of new detector systems for the HRF.

The other important area of work is in confirming the delivery of the improved source specifications required by the strategy. In particular, the delivery of 1000R doses from 2mm uniformly filled disk source sizes using inductive voltage adder (IVA) pulsed power driver technology is considered to be a significant risk in attaining the desired long-term HRF performance.

The only current radiograph sources which come close to the long-term HRF requirements are the excellent LANL DARHT [2] and CEA AIRIX linear induction accelerator (LIA) machines. These deliver several hundred R in 50ns from 2mm UFD source sizes. Both
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**Figure 2. Photograph of twin axis AWE core punch facility showing Mogul D and Mogul E**

**Figure 3. Artist’s impression of the HRF multi-axis core punch radiography facility.**
these machines focus relatively low currents of 2-3kA at high voltages (19MV) to achieve high dose, small source size configurations, however they are expensive in terms of current UK affordability at ~$100M per machine. The UK is investing in IVA technology which operates at 14MeV and 100kA. This is more cost effective to the UK at ~$15M per view, but the increased current means control of the electron beam to achieve a small source size is more problematic and currently beyond any existing source capability. In order to alleviate the risk in achieving the long-term HRF source requirements a study has been conducted to look at the trade off in core punch radiographic performance with dose and spot size of the source. Information theory techniques used by Fellget and Linfoot and developed for radiography by Watson have been further enhanced at AWE to include the effects of scattered x-rays and detector variances (see Figure 4) [3]. The figures of merit represent the amount of information in terms of bits per pixel in the object plane contained in each image taken with the associated specifications.

$\text{Figure 4. The improved AWE information theory based figure of merit.}$

$P= \text{pixel size at object in mm, } T= \text{transmission of the object, } D= \text{dose in R at 1m from the source, } Q_{\text{eff}}= \text{quantum efficiency of detector at zero frequency, } M= \text{experimental magnification, } C_1= \text{first conjugate (source to object) distance in m, } n= \text{number of machines, } G= \text{scatter cross talk or ‘glow’ in R per source measured at the detector, } S= \text{spot size of source in mm, } f_1= \text{frequency at which detector MTF is 50% in mm}^{-1}, V= \text{velocity of motion of object masses in mm} \mu s^{-1}, W= \text{temporal width of x-ray source in } \mu s$

In outline, such techniques are based on recognition that two aspects of radiography are important to achieve a high quality image. The first is to have a high system resolution measured back in the plane of the object being investigated. The second is to have a good signal to noise ratio in the statistics of the recorded photon flux measured back to that passing through the object.

Figures 5a and 5b show the modified AWE figure of merit vs. dose and magnification for 0.5mm and 2mm sized sources respectively. It can be seen that 250R 0.5mm sized sources have the same amount of information per object plane pixel (2 bits) as the 1000R 2mm sized HRF sources. Such a trade off can be extended and a zone of dose and spot size established to meet HRF goals as shown in Fig. 6.

$\text{Figure 5a. Radiographic figure of merit vs. magnification for 0.5mm spot sized sources with gamma camera detectors (} f_1=0.3, Q_{\text{eff}}=0.3\text{)}$
The zone of diode performance to meet long term HRF goals for a 1.645m first conjugate distance and 10MeV spectrum. The diode zone can be used to assess current diode technology with respect to long term HRF requirements and also to chart the progress in source development towards those requirements.

IV. OVERVIEW OF THE COLLABORATIVE DIODE RESEARCH PROGRAMME

There has been continuous evolution and improvement in diode performance for flash radiographic applications since the inception of such techniques in the early 1970s [1,4]. The past 18 months however has seen an increased focus and pace to research activity compatible with delivery of sources suitable for use in the long term. In particular, AWE has been collaborating with Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), Washington.

Four candidate diode technologies have been identified with potential to meet long term HRF goals. The diode technologies are based on the paraxial diode [1], the immersed Bz diode [5], the self magnetic pinch diode [6,7] and the rod-pinch diode [8,9]. These diodes will be discussed in sections V to VIII.

Three main issues have been highlighted as vital in the further improvement to diode technology. Firstly, it is important that machine pre-pulse and vacuum is assessed with respect to its impact on diode operation and that drivers conducting diode research minimise the impact of pre-pulse and vacuum on diode performance. Secondly, improved diagnostics must be developed and implemented on experimental diode research to interrogate plasma and electron beam distributions for comparison with theoretical predictions of diode behavior. Thirdly, calculation must be used in conjunction with experiment to understand diode operation. The current code of choice is the large Scale Plasma (LSP) code developed by Mission Research Corporation (MRC) [10,11]. The limitations of such codes must be understood and the codes improved to provide platforms to calculate the physics relevant in diode operation.

AWE is working on these three issues as part of the collaborative diode programme.

A new diode research facility is planned at AWE in which pre-pulse suppression and improved vacuum systems will be fitted to the EMU and Eros single pulse forming line (SPFL) machines in a common laboratory. EMU will operate at around 8MV and drive ~ 150 ohm, high impedance diode candidates [12]. Eros will operate at around 6MV and drive ~ 40 ohm, low impedance diode candidates. Both machines will incorporate optical ports near the diode region of the machine to facilitate a range of interferometric diagnostics.

AWE is working with NRL and SNL to incorporate improved plasma diagnostics at the diode research facility. Multi-beam heterodyne interferometry is recommended to study the paraxial diode and high sensitivity interferometry recommended for the immersed Bz and pinch diode concepts. In general there is a requirement to image plasma densities in the $10^{13}$-$10^{19}$cm$^{-3}$ regime. AWE is also developing a new 2D time resolved spot measurement technique using five 3ns gating MCPIs coupled to CCDs imaging fast organic scintillators.

AWE is also working closely with SNL, NRL, MRC and others in the use of LSP to model diode concepts and to validate the use of the code for this application [13].

V. PARAXIAL DIODE RESEARCH: STATUS AND HOPES

The paraxial diode has been reliably used on single pulsed forming line (SPFL) drivers for flash radiographic applications to deliver doses of up to 400R at 1m (8MeV PEB) in 50ns from a 4.5mm spot size on Mogul E at AWE [1]. On lower voltage sources such as the Superswarf driver at AWE, doses of 70R at 1m (4.3MeV PEB) are obtained from a similar source size [1]. Figure 7 shows a schematic of the geometry.
In a paraxial diode a low density gas cell is used to provide an electrically and magnetically neutralised region for electron beam propagation and hence facilitate ballistic focussing of the electron beam.

Recent experimental work has included the successful application of paraxial diode technology to IVA drivers on the RITS 3 machine at Sandia and measurements of gas cell plasma densities on the Gamble II driver by NRL using interferometric diagnostics [14]. The RITS 3 experimental data at 4MeV has shown that there appears to be no significant problems in use of the paraxial diode on IVA drivers with fast risetime voltage pulses (compared to SPFL drivers previously used) and have also been useful in investigating MITL current shedding in conjunction with this radiographic diode. The Gamble experiments have pioneered the application of sophisticated diagnostics to paraxial technology and are an important step in learning more about paraxial diode operation.

Theoretical work has also intensified in recent months on paraxial diode technology with studies at AWE, MRC, SNL and NRL. The current status of understanding suggests that the paraxial diode, whilst electrically neutralised in the gas cell, is not magnetically neutralised with electrons undergoing betatron focusing. A possible route to improved paraxial performance is suggested as the use of fully ionised gas cells within which more force free conditions should be possible for the electron beam. Some of the limitations in the use of LSP to calculate the dynamics of the gas cell at 1-100 torr pressures with current densities of 10-100kAcm\(^{-2}\) have also been identified and are being investigated [15,16].

VI. IMMERSED BZ DIODE RESEARCH: STATUS AND HOPES

The immersed Bz diode uses a large external solenoidal magnetic field to constrain electron emission from a cathode needle along field lines until they impinge upon a conversion target to generate x rays.

Several experimental programmes have investigated the performance of the BZ diode. These include investigations on the Hermes and Sabre IVA drivers at SNL [5] and studies on Superswarf SPFL drivers at AWE [1,17]. The immersed Bz diode can produce similar performance to paraxial diodes on the Superswarf machines at 4.3MeV PEB, delivering ~60R from a 4.5mm source size using 25T magnetic fields and 2-3 mm cathode needle diameters. Increased magnetic field or reduced cathode needle diameter however does not reduce the effective source size.

Recent calculational work has suggested that immersed Bz performance is limited by an instability arising from the interaction between electron beam, ion current from the anode and external magnetic field known as an ion hose instability. The ion hose instability causes the electron beam in the diode to undergo helical orbits and thus increases the time averaged spot size. Heavy ions emitted from the target can strip to charge states greater than unity due to ion-ion collisions resulting in premature impedance collapse.

An engineering design has been established by SNL for a solid hydrogen target immersed Bz concept in which a plug of solid hydrogen or deuterium is deposited between electron beam and conversion target to act as a barrier between electron beam and any heavy target ions which may be formed in diode operation and to limit backstreaming ion currents to the proton species only [18]. Figure 8 illustrates such a concept. Calculations suggests that the amplitude of instability between proton and electron beams will be significantly reduced and that such a cryogenic concept may produce HRF quality sources with 40-60T. Split magnet hardware has also been manufactured and will shortly be tested on the RITS machine at SNL in order to allow better diagnostic access to the BZ diode to benchmark calculational models of the concepts. NRL are working with SNL to provide such enhanced diagnostic capabilities [19].

VII. SELF MAGNETIC PINCH DIODE RESEARCH: STATUS AND HOPES

Figure 9 shows the geometry of a self magnetic pinch diode. Here a hollow electron beam is emitted from a cathode and generates target plasma which produces electrostatic neutralisation of the electron beam and hence enables the self magnetic field of the electron beam to pinch electrons to a tight focus.
Figure 9. Schematic of typical self magnetic pinch diode configuration

SM pinch diodes have been routinely used at AWE for thin object radiography on the Mini B 2.2MV SPFL machines. Doses of 12R at 1m are produced from source sizes of 2.7mm. Until recently SM pinch diodes were largely rejected for CP radiography due to concerns as to how hot the electron beam generating Bremsstrahlung was on the target with pinch angles between 40 and 60 degrees.

Recently experiments at AWE on the Mogul D and Eros machines [6,7] and at SNL on the RITS 3 machine have re-examined SM pinch performance up to 4MV. Doses of up to 80R at 1m from a 2.8mm spot size have been obtained on Mogul D at AWE.

Increased effort has also been applied to the calculation of both the detailed operation of the pinch using LSP and also in calculation of the resultant radiographic spectrum of such a source using the Monte Carlo n-particle transport code (MCNP) [6].

The experimental and calculational programmes to date have suggested significant progress in the SM pinch performance and calculational extrapolations to higher voltage indicate that HRF quality sources (1000R, 2mm) may be possible at 10MV with 160A of pinch current and that the effectiveness of the associated spectrum would be suitable for CP applications. Further scaling work on the SM pinch diode and optimisation of the hardware is planned on Eros at AWE and the Mercury IVA at NRL.

VIII. ROD-PINCH DIODE RESEARCH: STATUS AND HOPES

The operation of a rod-pinch diode is similar to the operation of a self-magnetic pinch diode, however the geometry differs. Using a positive polarity driver an annular cathode surrounds a positive needle anode and in the pinchiong mechanism electrons are focused on the tip of the needle to generate a small source. The LANL Cygnus IVA source uses a rod-pinch diode to produce 4R at 1m from a 1.2mm spot size at 2.25MV with superb reproducibility for thin object radiographic applications.

Recently the rod-pinch has also been investigated at higher voltages experimentally [20,21]. Rod-pinch experiments on Asterix in positive polarity have obtained 45R from a sub 2mm source size at 6MV.

The rod-pinch diode has also delivered 20R from a 2.2mm spot size at 4MV on Mogul D at AWE in negative polarity. One geometry for a negative polarity rod-pinch is shown in Fig. 10 using a bent anode rod to reduce attenuation by the rod material to the x-ray beam on axis from the machine. An alternative design negative rod-pinch has also been developed at AWE and tested on the Mini B and Mogul D SPFL machines at 2-4MeV (PEB).

Figure 10. Artists impression of typical negative polarity rod-pinch diode configuration

Experiments on Asterix by CEA, DGA, SNL and NRL at AWE on Mini B have also measured the polar distribution of radiation from the diode. LSP calculations have attempted to model the rod-pinch and comparisons between experimental and calculational polar dose distributions at Asterix and Mini B have been made by NRL [22]. This work has suggested that whilst the forward dose from a positive polarity rod-pinch does not increase rapidly with driver voltage beyond 6MV, the radiation at 180 degrees to the machines nominal beam axis is enhanced at high voltages and predicts HRF performance at 10-12MV from a negative polarity rod-pinch diode.

Further calculational and experimental studies at NRL have highlighted possible additional rod-pinch performance enhancements by elimination of light ion plasmas [23]. Heated rod schemes are being used to study this.

IX. OPPORTUNITIES FOR ‘THIN OBJECT’ RADIOGRAPHY

In addition to the utility of high voltage, small sources sizes for CP radiography the concept of a small high intensity source offers some opportunities for thin object radiography at AWE.

Current HRF concepts consider the use of additional experimental firing chambers to facilitate thin object radiography due to incompatibility between CP and thin object radiographic driver requirements. In principle a high energy (e.g. 14MeV PEB) spectrum will deliver a high flux of soft photons, which are suitable to provide
both the fluxes and the contrast, required by thin object applications. By the use of thin detector systems detector blur due to secondary electron energy spread within the detector from the higher energy components of such a spectrum can be reduced and therefore, in conjunction with a small source, a high radiographic resolution could be achieved. This generates the possibility to add functionality to the CP facility with potential resultant cost savings.

X. CONCLUSIONS

A collaborative diode research programme has been established to deliver the equivalent radiographic performance of 1000R, <2mm source size machines using IVA technology. Four diode concepts are being investigated and show potential for such applications.
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